Tickets / Info / Programme:
www.fiberfestival.nl
—

Festival locations (Amsterdam)
A Lab + Volkshotel + Radion
—

FIBER

MANAGEMENT

FESTIVAL 2015

Jarl Schulp

GETTING AROUND

Central Station
A Lab

director

After a three year long break we’re excited to welcome you to

Fabian van Sluijs

the third edition of FIBER Festival, a meeting place for creators

programme manager

and admirers of a wide variety of audiovisual and performance
art & design. The festival explores the artistic potentials of code,
software and emerging technology, and critically questions their

F I B E R
F E S T I V A L
G U I D E

influence on our culture and perception. Fuelled by the fight for
(internet) privacy and a widespread algorithmic takeover, we set
out to excavate a hidden landscape we call The Subterranean
and encounter some of its often unseen operators. We wish you
all a great festival.

Ferry Buiksloterweg
Every 5-10 minutes (24hrs)

Jarl Schulp
performance/exhibition

Fabian van Sluijs
symposium/exhibition

Luuk Meuffels

straight ahead. When the main road
bends to the left, take the road left.

D I G I T A L

Print Canal House sign, cross the
bridge. A Lab is the big red brick

15

THE SUBTERRANEAN

A R T ,

ExploringNetworked Tools and Matter’ shows
how artists and designers equip themselves

M U S I C

16 May

The Subterranean

with digital tools to explore and excavate the

/ 2 0 1 5

corners and tunnels of digitality.

at the IJ-side of the building.

Carolien Teunisse

Central Station
Volkshotel

exhibition/video gallery

The Subterranean could be perceived as a double world,

COMMUNICATION

to stop: Wibautstraat

Eva Verboon

From stop to Volkshotel: in the

lead

Wibautstraat, find the building with

Sietse van der Meer

the red & white flags at the entrance.

social media

Central Station
Radion

assistent

representing light and dark, the visible and invisible, the
utopian and dystopian. Artists and designers develop complex
landscapes, and build up new configurations of digital and physical
matter. These material expressions allow us to experience data,
light, matter, and space in a unique way, and enable us to experience
different and new types of sensibilities. On the other hand, we

PRODUCTION

Julia Nuesslein
general

Every 10 - 15 minutes. Between 04:35
and 02:35. (Night bus every half hour

technical

From stop to Radion: Radion
across the street. Entrance on the
right side, take the stairs up.

Jessica Dreu

our private, social, and cognitive actions as human beings? Which

coordination/media design

worlds, processes and entities lay hidden behind the surface of our

Tanja Busking

computer screens and ‘smart’ user products? How can we come

filming/editing

to Metro station Zuid

DESIGN

from metro station Zuid

Studio Naam

to Henk Sneevlietweg

to terms with the development of ‘smart’ technology that invades

“Any landscape is the condition of the spirit.”
Henri Frederic Amiel (philosopher, poet)

SPONSORS & FUNDING PARTNERS

is situated in the big ACTA building

internet, the question arises: how do these developments influence

landscapes. We invite you to descend.

Radion:
Louwesweg 1

from 0:35)

Bram Snijders

DOCUMENTATION

however, they still control our perception of reality and structure our

A Lab:
Overhoeksplein 2

to stop: Louwesweg

devices embedded in our surroundings and connected to the

Sensors, software, and algorithms function outside the human reach,

Station Zuid

Tram 2 /Bus 18

can’t deny the dark side of the networked landscape. With several

and takes over human functionalities in the post-Snowden era?

51

50

Metro 51, 53, 54 Night bus 355

Julia Yudelman

(soft- and hardware) tools, traverse big datasets, create new

Symposium, Exhibition,
Performances, Club Night,
Workshops, and Meetups
—

2

building on your left. The entrance is

club/scenography

C U L T U R E &

E L E C T R O N I C

51 53 54

Go straight ahead towards the 3D

This year’s festival theme ‘The Subterranean:
A U D I O V I S U A L

Central Station

From Ferry to A Lab: Walk

PROGRAMME

CREATIVE & TECH PARTNERS

Volkshotel
Radion
Metro 51

Metro 50

From Metro stop to Radion:
SUPPORT

Toine Kamps
Anne Spaa

Head

west

and

Continue

onto

Henk Sneevlietpad. Turn right onto
Johan Huizingalaan. Turn left onto
Louwesweg. Destination will be on
the left

MEDIA PARTNERS

Volkshotel:
Wibautstraat 150

FRIDAY

EDUCATION

DAY

Fri 15 May / 10:00 - 18:00

11:00-17:00

Write the Wave

A Lab

10:30-18:00

Coded Creatures (Processing)

10:30-17:30

Projecting Visual Worlds on Human Bodies (vvvv)

A Lab

imposed history of all its spectators,

practices after digitisation, cultural

‘Bits of Freedom’. Operates at the

of the subterranean. Over 20 years of

of inheritance when a deceased

composing an ‘average’ face.

techniques in interface and

intersections between technology,

sleek, futuristic techno and electro.

user-experience design.

civil society, innovation, and

individual has not left a will, taking the

Workshops

Meetups

algorithms take over the distribution

12:30-14:00

17:30-19:00

Create Digital Music Salon (with Peter Kirn)

Exhibition

20:00-23:00

A Lab

Exhibition Opening: /1194D /Beyond Blood /Bitcoincloud /A CCD Intervention

traits represents identities of movies

based writer, lecturer, and founding

tronic and/or digital culture. Learn how

/This work generates bitcoins and

which are seldomly depicted on a

curator at curating.info. Recognisable

to influence our digital systems.

comments on the swiftness of new

movie poster.

from her role as moderator during

Create Digital Music Salon

rarely enter the art market.

Symposium

futuristic sounds. Also part of Artefakt.
Sat 16 May / 21:00 - 23:00
Expect a selection of artists who will

Felix K DE [Dystopian] /DJ Set

perform complex algorithmic and

/DJ and producer from Berlin. Mixes

Matthew Plummer-Fernandez NL

modular systems in order to create

different moody and dubby musical

and live stream. Peter Kirn talks to A/V

Intervention (2015) /Thijs van Teijlingen

ment invites visitors to investigate

/Artist and researcher. Critically and

an overwhelming sonic and visual

genres. The visionary behind the

& music performers.

has built a sculpture that transmits

their own view on digital representa-

playfully examines socio-cultural entan-

experience.

labels 0000, Hidden Hawaii, Gilga, QNS.

light frequencies that are only

tions and imagination, making images

glements with technologies. Currently

appear and disappear.

interested in algorithms, bots, automa-

Microseq GR/NL /False Awakenings

tion, copyright, and file-sharing.

(2015) – premiere /AV performance

G-String NL [Field Records] /DJ Set

/Microseq guides us through an

/Versatile performances blending

/Memory /Patterns of Harmony /Portrait /SIMULACRA /Trojan Offices

Code Jam /Meetup /Host: CCA

our pockets..

A Lab

techno aesthetics. Deep, ambient,

optophysical experimental arrange-

perceptible via the devices that inhabit

12:00-21:00

Senses’ event.

architecture and cybernetica, far away

Thijs van Teijlingen NL A CCD

Dries Depoorter BE Trojan Offices (2014)

/Presentations & code jam for all

Exhibition

Karina Smigla-Bobinski PL/DE

mance /Producer, DJ. Fascinated by

AV/MUSIC
PERFORMANCES

(Berlin). /Interview session, meetup

Creative Coding AMS Meetup &

DAY

FIBER’s ‘Coded Matter(s): Extended
SIMULACRA (2013) /The

/Disarming Corruptor /Emerging Colorspace /FRAMED /Kepler’s Dream

SATURDAY

Michelle Kasprzak CA/NL /Amsterdam-

media arts, as artworks in this domain

Cyspe NL [Field Records] /Live Perfor-

education.

‘Portrait’ software, a series of porArtistic Bokeh AUT Bitcoincloud (2012)

/Meetup /Host: Create Digital Music
EVENING

SSBKYH KR Portrait (2013) /With the

professionals at the forefront of elec-

Creative Coding Amsterdam Meetup

11:00-18:00

film ‘The Aviator’ as an example.

Get the chance to be educated by

Inspirations from art and architecture.

those who are interested in artistic

Matthew Plummer-Fernandez UK

/Gives us a live peek into worlds of

Margriet Schavemaker NL

immersive environment of traceable

a seductive mix of classic and con-

computer programming.

Disarming Corruptor (2013) /3D

unsuspecting workplaces and coffee

/Curator and head of research &

and untraceable architectures of the

temporary 12”s. Ambient, unpolished

printing is the future. ‘Disarming

pots, through live office streams

publications at the Stedelijk Museum

digital as he performs his autonomous

electronic music, chill-out cuts.

Coded Creatures with Processing

Corrupter’ corrupts censored

accessed through hacking.

Amsterdam, where she explores the

algorithmic systems.

/Workshop /Teacher: David Jonas

copyright protected objects, 3D

/An introduction to creative coding,

models and illegal artefacts, enabling

processing and Github.

the exchange of such models.

London Modular Alliance UK /Live

Spools] /DJ Set /A techno craftsman

Karina Smigla-Bobinski PL/DE

performance /With cables LMA builds

with surreal and unusual sound. Rhythm

Sat 16 May / 10:00 - 18:00

/A true interdisciplinary artist working

unexpected circuits and explore the

& texture fusions, ambient vibes.

One fully packed day of keynotes,

with analog and digital media ranging

power of pure electronic sounds

10:30-12:30

13:30-14:40

15:00-16:00

16:30-18:00

Projecting Visual Worlds on Human

Sonice Development

Volkshotel

Exploring The

Digital Light &

Validating the Stream

An Artwork Born From

Bodies with vvvv /Workshop /

Colorspace (2013) /The wandering

panels, and artist talks of foward-

from kinetic, interactive, and mixed

without relying on digital software

John Osborn DE [TANSTAAFL

Houten Zaal

Subterranean

Shadow

(panel with FRAMED)

Infrastructure

Teacher: Christian ‘Mio’ Loclair. /An

behaviour of the machine constantly

thinking artists, designers, and

reality to art interventions.

infrastructure.

PLANETS] /DJ Set /Introduces deeper

introduction to computer vision and

changes the installation, making it never

researchers hosted by

movement with vvvv.

look the same on two different days.

Coded Matter(s).

Matthias Tarasiewicz AUT

Zeno van der Broek

/ Co-founded the CODED Cultures

(2015) /Divergence combines the

/Michelle Kasprzak

/Filip Visnjic

/Hans de Zwart

/Gaspar Battha

/Margriet Schavemaker

/Ralf Baecker

/ANIMA – Frouke ten

/Matthias Tarasiewicz

/Karina Smigla-Bobinski

Write the Wave /Workshop /Teacher:

FRAMED US/JP /FRAMED is an Internet-

Julian Adenauer DE /Technologist,

initiative and is researcher in

visual and the audial to explore diver-

/Matthew Plummer-

/Matthew Plummer-

Dennis de Bel & Roel Roscam Abbing.

connected display that allows you to

creative engineer and Co-founder of

the field of artistic technologies,

gence and destruction of the existing

Daniel Berio IT/UK /Planet 3778 (2015)

/Create your own data-network by

showcase artworks in a way that has

Retune. Explores how a system is able

experimental documentation, and

architecture. Expect to be distorted.

/Installation Floating through dark

soldering a radio transmitter.

never been done before.

to function as a medium that creates

cryptocurrencies. Also known from his

an unpredictable artwork.

work ‘Bitcoincloud’ (2011).

Kepler’s Dream (2014) /An expedi-

Ralf Baecker DE /Independent artist

Frouke ten Velde & Nick Verstand NL

Fri 15 - 18 May

tion of the ever-changing magnified

and lecturer at a.o. ArtEZ. Builds

/Frouke ten Velde, Nick Verstand

The night merges techno and exper-

/various opening hours/ Works of

surface of a complex 3D printed object

idiosyncratic systems and machines

and Onformative collectively created

imental electronic music, visuals and

up-and-coming and renowned artists

by using old fashioned light projection

expressing the poetic potential of

a series called ‘ANIMA’. This series

immersive installations into a unified

Mischa Daams NL /Respire (2014)

from the Netherlands and abroad. Ex-

technology.

technology.

explores how we emotionally relate to

experience. Special collaboration with

/Installation /Constantly changing

a digital being.

Field Records.

perceptual environment in form and

Velde & Nick Verstand

Fernandez

Michael Haas

Fernandez

EVENING

Performance

EXHIBITION
21:00-23:00

Radion

AV & Music performance /Divergence - Zeno van den Broek (AV, premiere)
/False Awakenings - Microseq (AV, premiere) /London Modular Alliance

Film Room

Club Night
Radion

Room 1

Room 2

FIELD RECORDS

Club Entrance

/Felix K.

/AHPR

/Planet 3778 –

/Convextion LIVE

/Cyspe LIVE

Daniel Berio

/Neel

/G-String

/Video Gallery

Expohall

/Respire –
Mischa Daams

A lab

12:00-19:00

MONDAY
12:00-19:00

/Divergence

moment to introduce the straight up
stuff. Deep, dubby house, techno.

and eerie artificial architecture, the

CLUB NIGHT

structure processes through
seemingly endless variations of

Sat 16 May / 23:00 - 7:00

geometrical patterns and overlayed
colours.

Gaspar Battha DE/HU Patterns of

Gaspar Battha DE/HU /Berlin-based

Harmony (2014) /Inspired by nature’s

freelance media designer and artist.

Filip Visnjic UK /Architect, lecturer,

AHPR NL Label director Arjan Rietveld

between outer physical space and

Raven Kwok US 1194D (2013) /Offers

building blocks and shapes, projected

Focuses on new media and creates

curator, and new media technologist.

[Field Records] /DJ Set /Pleasurable

inner psychological experience.

us a peek into Kwok’s own digital

light and mirrors create optical

motion graphics and projection

Specialises in directing web, new me-

listening, Detroit-inspired, chill-out

landscape and the unpredictable be-

illusions, showing intriguing morphing

mappings.

dia, and architectural projects. Crea-

cuts. Reflecting in both sound and

Video Gallery /Screening /Artists

haviours of its inhabitants: algorithms,

shapes that are (not?) really there.

tive Applications.net (edtor-in-chief),

scenography on The Subterranean.

beautifully express hidden landscapes

that mediate our modern lives.

Michael Dieter

by creating algorithmic creatures.
SUNDAY

NL

Ann-Katrin Krenz & Michael Burk DE

plore the (hidden) technological layers

23:00-7:00

/John Osborn

Exhibition

floating sounds, scanning for the right

/Michelle Kasprzak

/Michael Dieter

/Julian Adenauer &

DE

Emerging

Neel IT [Voices From The Lake - Spectrum

significance of digital culture.

SYMPOSIUM

AUS/NL

/Assistant pro-

size. Will mesmerize by mediating

HOLO Magazine (editorial director)

SSBKYH KR Memory (2013) /Calculated

fessor at the Centre for Interdiscipli-

Sures Kumar IN/UK Beyond Blood (2014)

from all the faces the installation has

nary Methodologies at the University

Hans de Zwart

/Kumar imagines a legal system where

seen, ‘Memory’ displays the super-

of Warwick. Researches publishing

Dutch digital civil rights organization

NL

/Director of the

by using single channel time-based

Convextion US aka E.R.P. [Matrix]

media to create or document their

/Live Performance /From lush electro

work from 2014 or 2015.

melodies to the gloomy atmospheres

